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ASPECTS OF STRANGENESS PRODUCTION
WITH 15 - 30 GeV PROTON BEAMS

Carl B. Dover
Physics Department

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

We discuss the spectrum of physics questions related to strangeness
which could be addressed with a 15-30 GeV proton storage ring. We focus
on various aspects of strangeness production, including hyperon production
in pp collisions, studies of hyperon-nucleon scattering, production of hyper-
fragments in p-nucleus collisions, and hyperon spin observables in inclusive
production.

1. Introduction and Motivation

Nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions in the 15-30 GeV energy range produce an abun-
dance of final states. Most often pions are produced, typically 3-5 in number, but occasion-
ally strange particles emerge from such collisions, for instance A, E or E baryons, or kaons
(K*1, Ki, Ks)- In the present talk, we emphasize the various aspects of the strangeness
production mechanism, as well as the study of secondary hyperon-nucleon collisions as a
means of shedding light on the SU(3) structure of baryon-baryon interactions. We also
consider the production of hypernuclei (A bound to a nuclear core) in proton-nucleus (pA)
collisions, and spin phenomena in inclusive hyperon production.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the existing data on
strangeness production in pp collisions, focusing on the ApK+ and T,NK+ final states.
In Section 3, the status of our knowledge of low energy hyperon-nucleon (YN) scattering
is reviewed, with an emphasis on the spin dependence of the interaction and tests of SU(3)
symmetry. The formation of hyperfragment^ (AA) in pA collisions is examined in Section
4. Some comments on spin phenomena in inclusive hyperon production are given in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, an evaluation of the prospects for studies of strangeness physics with high
energy proton beams is offered in Section 6.



2. Strangeness Production in pp Collisions

The lowest-lying threshold for strangeness production in pp collisions corresponds to a
lab momentum pi = 2.34 GeV/c for the reaction pp —* ApK+. As pi rises above threshold,
the total cross section for the pp —> ApK+ reaction first rises rapidly, attains a peak of
50-60 fib near 5-6 GeV/c, and then drops off slowly. The inclusive cross section for A
production, on the other hand, continues to rise, attaining values of 4-5 mb above 100
GeV/c, roughly 10% of the pp total cross section. This behavior is shown in Fig. 1, taken
from Baldini ti a\. [1]. The three-body ApK+ final state thus represents only a small
part of the total A production. We have

G (pp -> APK+) Jo.04 (12GeV/c) m

<r(pp-*AX) *\0.02 (24 GeV/c) [l)

The three-body K+Ap and K +£iV final states are of particular interest, since one can
make a reasonable attempt to calculate these cross sections theoretically. The data on
these processes [2,3] in the few GeV region are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. In this medium
energy regime, it is still reasonable to describe the reaction mechanism in terms of meson
exchanges, as depicted in Fig. 4. Calculations of this type have been carried out by Laget
[2] and Deloff [4]; the latter results are questionable, since a fit is only obtained with
9^UA *^ S?-«,*,, whereas there are numerous indications from other data that the KNA
coupling constant gKNA is much stronger than that for gKNS. For instance, from analyses
of KN disperson relations, Baillon et at. [5] give g2

KNK = 0.8 ± 3.2, g2
KNr, = 21.3 ± 3.7. A

somewhat larger ratio of S/A couplings was extracted from data on A and £ production in
K~p interactions [6]. Laget [2] uses reasonable coupling constants g#NS = 1, g2

KNA = 14,
in agreement with values obtained from studies of hyperon-nucleon scattering [7] and
kaon photoproduction reactions [8].

The Saturne data [3] shown in Fig. 3 display characteristic enhancements just above
the Ap and SJV thresholds at an invariant mass of W = 2.053 GeV/c2 and 2.131 GeV/c2,
respectively. This is due to the strong s-wave YN attraction, i.e. the final state interaction
amplitude t in Fig. 4. The pion exchange graph dominates the pp -* JiT+EiV reactions (see
Fig. 2), but the kaon exchange mechanism is more important for the K+Ap channel. The
direct kaon emission graph (bottom of Fig. 4) plays a key role in reproducing the structure
which appears at the £JV threshold, which also depends sensitively on the strong coupling
of the Ap and S/V channels.

Note that the relative phase between the z and A* exchange amplitudes is not fixed
a priori. Laget [2] has chosen the sign which gives the maximum additive effect on the
cross sections. Further data, particularly on spin observables, are needed in order to check
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Fig. 1: Total cross sections for inclusive A production and the three-body final state
ApK+ in pp collisions, as a function of lab momentum pL, from Baldini et al.
[1]. A few typical error bars are shown; the solid curves represent numerical
fits to the data.
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Fig. 2: Total cross sections for the reactions pp —* \pK+ and H,°pK+, as a function
of proton lab kinetic energy Tp. The dashed line represents the contribution
of the pion exchange graph (see Fig. 4), while the solid and dash-dot lines
include kaon exchange with two different values of the cutoff mass in the
form factor for the meson-bnryon vertex; from Laget [2j.
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reaction at Tp = 2.3 GeV. TheFig. 3: Missing mass spectrum for the pp -
K* is measured at an angle 8K = 10°, and W is the invariant mass of
the recoiling YN system. The data are from Frascaria et al. [3] and the
theoretical curves are from Laget [2]. Various meson exchange contributions
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Fig. 4: Meson exchange processes which contribute to the pp —> YNK+ reaction.
The oval labeled t stands for the YN scattering amplitude. The bottom
graph represents the "direct" kaon emission, which a substantial contribution
(see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 5: Predictions [2] for spin observables in the pp —> A'+Ap reaction at 2.3 GeV.
The results for the cross section, beam asymmetry Ay and A polarization
Py are plotted as a function of the A kinetic energy T\, for fixed lab
emission angles 9K = 10°, 8\ = 5°. The dash-dotted curve represents the
contribution of ir exchange in plane wave (PW) approximation. The dotted
curve corresponds to JT + K exchange in PW approximation, while the solid
curves include final state interactions and the direct kaon emission process.
The scale at the bottom is the transverse momentum of the A.



Table 1: Threshold lab momenta pi and lab kinetic energy Tp for various
final channels produced in pp collisions.

Channel

AK+p

Z°K+p
AK+px°
Z°K+pir°

S°(1385)tf+p
A(1405)A"+p

Atf+A(1232)

PL (GeV/c)

2.34

2.57

2.74

2.97

3.15

3.22

3.24

TP (GeV)

1.582

1.794

1.958

2.174

2.35

2.413

2.436

this relative phase and also other dynamical aspects of the model (the diagonal and non-
diagonal YN —> Y'N couplings, for instance). Such data could be obtained with high
luminosity proton beams.

The meson exchange picture with KAN-KHN coupled channels certainly makes sense
in the region near threshold. As we pass to higher energies, one might ask where such a
picture breaks down, since many other reaction channels open up. The thresholds for some
of these are given in Table 1.

Even though many other channels come into play above 3 GeV/c, the simple meson
exchange picture works well at least up to Tp = 6 GeV, as shown in Fig. 2. A key ingredient
in this success is the proper treatment of the energy dependence of the elastic AiV —* AN
and SiV —» S./V ^-matrices which appear in Fig. 4. Although many channels may be
energetically accessible, their effect appears only as an absorptive correction, i.e. channels
like YN —* YNir are included in terms of the inelasticities r\ of the elastic partial wave
amplitudes. However, no calculations are available for the pp —» YNK reaction in the
15-30 GeV region of interest here. At a bare minimum, one would have to include the
exchange of full meson Regge trajectories in place of the longest range 7r and K exchange.

We mention two proposals [9,10] for the further study of the pp —» K+YN reactions at
the Saturne facility in Saclay, France. Both of these proposals focus on the measurement of
spin observables, and would provide significant new information for constraining theoretical
models.

We note that some data are available from Bogolyubskii et al. [11] on A and Ks
production in pp collisions at 32 GeV/c. The total cross section for strange quark pair
production is found to be 17(55) = 6.0 ±0.3 mb. At these energies, the data are analyzed in
the Lund string-breaking model [12] or the dual-topological-unitarization picture (13].



Also, in the 15-30 GeV energy regime, there is some production of the doubly strange E
hyperon. Some total cross sections are

+ X)*7 fib (10 GeV)

a (pp -> E~X) « 30 /ib (19 GeV)

a (pp -» E~X) fa (pp -> AX) « 0.01 - 0.02 (~ 20 GeV) (2)

Can we make any use of the H's? One idea would be to tag the production of a E~ by
detecting the two K+'s from the reaction pp —» K+K+E~p, and then study secondary
interactions of the type cTp —> S~p, sPn, AA. Given that the study of secondary AN
scattering is already very difficult [14], investigation of E interactions may be beyond
reach.

3. Hyperon-Nucleon Scattering: Spin Observables and SU(3)

The pp —» K*YX reaction, with K+ detection for tagging, leads to the production
of hyperons Y, which can then be scattered from a secondary proton or nuclear target.
Ransorae [14] has discussed the feasibility of such experiments. In this section, we spell
out the physics justification for such a program.

The existing information on hyperon-nucleon scattering is very sparse. Essentially all
the low-lying total cross section data is collected in Fig. 6, taken from [15]. Compared
to the NN data, the error bars for YN are rather large, and data exist only in a limited
momentum range. Some of the data on differential cross sections are shown in Fig. 7.
Even at these low momenta (160-170 MeV/c), the angular distributions are not isotropic,
indicating a significant p-wave contribution.

The solid curves in Figs. 6 and 7 correspond to best fits in a meson exchange model for
baryon-baryon scattering. The particular model shown here, due to the Nijmegen group
[7], employs the exchange of nonets of mesons, namely

{ T . ' M V . R*.S*}0+, {ftw.tfh- . (3)

with a hard core cutoff at short distances. A more recent Nijmegen potential model, due
to Maessen et al. [17], uses soft core form factors. Similar models have recently been
developed by the Bonn group (18,19).

In the Nijmegen models [7,17], SU(3) symmetry is used to relate the coupling constants
for hyperons and nucleons. For example, the coupling constants for the pseudoscalar octet
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Fig. 6: Total cross sections for NN and YN scattering, as a function of lab
momentum pi, from ref. [15]. The solid curves are potential model fits of
the Nijmegen group (Model D, -*i. [7]).
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Fig. 7: Differential cross sections for E~p -+ An and S + p —> H+p reactions, from
Rijken [16]. The solid curves represent best fits in a meson exchange
potential model (Model F, ref. [7]).
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{K,TJ6,K} are given by

-?AA,a = ^ \ (4)

in units of gNNt, where aps is the pseudoscalar F/D ratio. An angle 6ps describes the
octet (^-singlet (171) mixing. In the Nijmegen models, aps is adjusted to achieve a best
fit to the data {aps = 0.485 in [7]; aps = 0.355 in [17]). In the Bonn model, the SU(6)
value aps = 2/5 is picked. A unique aps cannot be determined from the baryon-baryon
data, since its optimum value is intertwined with the parameterization of the short range
potential. In SU(6), we predict the ratio

fh4
SANK l l

This very strong suppression of the SiViiT vertex is not seen in various production ex-
periments, where S/A ratios of order 1/2 are measured [6]. These larger ratios can be
accommodated in SU(3) with a choice aps a 0.3, but are at odds with SU(6). Thus the
imposition of an SU(6) constraint on meson-baryon couplings does not appear well mo-
tivated, even though one can achieve a good fit by using a flexible multi-parameter form
for the short range cutoffs.

The fits to baryon-baryon scattering are driven by the high precision NN data. The
YN data by themselves can be reproduced with a wide range of models, including simple
one or two term separable potentials, which have no theoretical motivation. From the data
of Fig. 6, we note that the charge exchange cross sections (S~p —* £°ra, An), which require
isovector meson exchange, are of the same order as S~p or S+p elastic scattering. Thus it is
clear from the data that the UN potential must have a strong isospin (ts • TN ) dependence,
which is naturally generated by IT and p exchange. The degree of spin dependence is not
so clear, since only spin averaged cross sections have been measured. In fact, the various
models predict quite different spin dependences. For instance, Nijmegen Models D and F
have

aOSoJwa^Si ) (6)

for the AiV singlet and triplet scattering lengths, whereas the soft core model [17] suggests
a significant spin dependence:

a (]S0) 2f -2.8 fm, a (3Si) ~ - 1 . 4 fm (7)

Further, the models predict a strong spin dependence for SiV reactions. For instance,
Models D, F [7] at low energies lead to

3Si dominance for £~p —• S~p, An
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xSo dominance for £+p -» £+p (8)

Different models which give equivalent fits to spin-averaged cross sections predict signifi-
cantly different spin separated cross sections ffot'So) and CTJ(3SI). Thus the main motiva-
tion of future experiments on YN scattering is to measure spin observables. The simplest
of these is the elastic polarization P(0), which is sensitive to the baryon-baryon spin-orbit
couplings. Note that for YN interactions, there exist both symmetric [{By + Sjf) • L]
and antisymmetric [(ay — c?jv) • L] spin-orbit terms, whereas for the NN system the an-
tisymmetric coupling drops out because of the requirements of the Pauli principle. Prom
A-hypernuclear spectra, there is evidence [20] that the one-body A-nucleus spin-orbit
strength Vj^ is very small compared to the value V/^ for a nucleon. Polarization data on
Ap scattering would be invaluable in clarifying the relation between the two-body AN and
many-body A-nucleus spin-orbit potentials. With respect to a 15-30 GeV proton facility,
some questions to consider are: i) Can we make use of the polarization of the A's from the
primary pp -» K+Ap reaction?; ii) Is it necessary to tag A production by detecting the
K+1; iii) What are the virtues/disadvantages of a polarized proton target for Ap studies?.

Another issue pertaining to hyperon-nucleon scattering studies is the degree to which
SU(3) symmetry is broken. In the SU(3) limit, we can write the baryon-baryon scattering
amplitude as

T = a + bF2 + cG3 (9)

in terms of the quadratic (F2) and cubic (G3) Casimir operators of SU(3). Here {a,b,c}
are functions of spin, energy and momentum transfer. An amplitude of the form [9] implies
the following cross section relations [15]:

<T0 (£+p -»• £+p) = cr0 (np -* np) (10a)

<T0 (S"p -» An) = - o-o (£~p -* £°n) (106)
o

cr0(Ap-> Ap) = - 5<70 (-£+p-+ £ + p ) + <70 (S~p-» £~p) - - ^ (£~p -+ S°n)
6 I 6 ]

(10c)

o\ (Ap -> Ap) = ^ [3<ri (£"p -> £~p) + 3<7i (£"p -* £°n) - <n (£+p -* £+p)]
(lOd)

It ic understood that these relations apply after differences in kinematical phase space
factors are removed [15]. In potential models, SU(3) is broken not only by baryon masses
differences, but also by those of the exchanged mesons. Since the JT, IJ and K masses are
very different, one might expect SU(3) breaking effects to be huge. However, as shown in
Fig. 8, the SU(3) relations are predicted to be satisfied at the 30% level in the Nijmegen
potential model.
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Fig. 8: Predicted YN cross sections from the Nijmegen Model D [7J, as a function of
lab momentum />/,. No phase space corrections have been applied. The two
solid curves for the 3Si and 'So channels should coincide if SU(3) symmetry
is exactly satisfied [15].
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In order to verify the SU(3) relations [10], spin separated cross sections <r0, are re-
quired. This provides motivations for AN and EJV scattering experiments with polarized
hyperon beams or a polarized hydrogen target (or both).

4. Production of Hypernuclei with Proton Beams

Most hypernuclear research has been done with kaon (K~) and pion (TT+) beams [20].
Some of the basic reactions for A and S production are

K'n -* TTA (lla)

7r+n -» K+A (lib)

K-p-*ir+E~ (lie)

The process (lla) involves small momentum transfer q at small angles, so a slow A is
produced which readily sticks to a nuclear core, yielding a bound hypemucleus AA. Reac-
tion (lib) involves q > />/•, even at small angles, and thus tends to populate hypernuclear
states of the highest available spin [21]. The reaction (lie) produces £ hyperons, which
also experience attractive forces capable of binding them to a nuclear core. Due to the
strong conversion SJV —* AN, £ states are generally expected to be broad, although spe-
cific mechanisms have been proposed which may suppress their width to values F < 5
MeV, where they become observable as quasiparticle excitations [22]. The existence of S
hypernuclei remains controversial.

Progress in hypernuclear structure physics requires experiments of much higher energy
resolution than currently available (AE ~ 3 — 5 MeV). Such experiments are planned at
CEBAF, where the process

-yp->K+A (12)

will be used with virtual or real photons. The kinematics of the electroproduction reaction
(12) is similar to (lib), but (7, K+) has a large spin flip amplitude, whereas (ir+,K+)
does not (at small angles). Thus different hypernuclear states are preferentially populated
in (7, K+) and (7r+, K+) reactions; see [23] for a detailed discussion. Future prospects for
high resolution hypernuclear structure studies also exist at the KAON factory in Vancouver
or at the proposed PILAC facility at LAMPF [24].

Meson or photon beams are the method of choice for exploring the properties of hy-
pernuclei, but it is also possible to produce hyperfraginents with proton beams, and this
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method merits further study. The basic process is pN —• KAN, followed by the sticking
of the A or AN to a nuclear fragment. Reactions to consider are

p + Az->iA'z, + X (13a)

p + Az -» K+ + p' + AAz_i (136)

x{k + \)z (13c)

Since the A is generally produced with a sizable momentum in the lab frame, the sticking
probability is always small. In (13a), the hypernucleus is detected through the weak decay
A —» jwr~. The experimental data on hypernuclear yields in pA and ir~A collisions have
been reviewed by Lyukov [25]. Some results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The yield of
hyperfragments in pA interactions does not exceed 2 x 10~3 or so, with a broad maximum
centered around 50 GeV/c. The frequency of observed mesonic decays is an order of
magnitude smaller (1 — 3 x 10~4 from 10-50 GeV/c). The charge distribution of observed
hyperfragments is centered around Z = 2 (see Fig. 10), and decreases rapidly for Z > 3.
Thus only rather light fragments are observed by this method; in heavier hypernuclei, the
dominant weak decay mode is non-mesonic {AN —» NN), since the A —* pn~ mode is
Pauli blocked.

The solid curves in Fig. 9 represent theoretical expectations based on a simple co-
alescence model [25], in which the bound hypernucleus is formed only when the A is
produced with a small momentum relative to the nuclear core. Although the coalescence
picture leads to the correct order of magnitude for the hyperfragment yield, the existing
data are not precise enough to test the detailed form of the predicted energy dependence.
An intense 15-30 GeV proton facility would provide qualitatively better data on the rare
process of hypernucleus formation, in an energy domain where the yield is predicted to
rise rapidly.

The reactions (13b) and (13c) involve a large momentum transfer (defined as pi — p#+
for a K+ at 0°). The three-body final state of (13b) will have a larger cross section that
for the two-body channel (13c), since the momentum transfer is shared between the K+

and p'. However, in (13b), one must detect both the K+ and p' in order to construct
the missing mass spectrum for the hypernucleus, so the advantage in cross section is lost.
Recently, there have been experiments at Saturne, due to Boivin et al. [26], to search for
the two-body reactions

p + 3He -» A'+ + ^He (14a)

p + 4 H e ^ A'+ + A5He (146)

at a proton kinetic energy of 2.1 GeV and a kaon lab angle 0^+ = 7°. The momentum
transfer here is about 500 MeV/c and the missing mass resolution is 1.5 MoV. From other
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Fig. 9: In a) we show the measured yields /;//? in units of 10~3, for hyperfragments
obtained in 7r~ or p-nucleus collisions, as a function of the incident particle
momentum PQ. Theoretical expectations are shown as the solid curves Yr-
and Yp. Circles refer to pA and crosses to n~A interactions. In b), we
indicate the frequency of observation fm/ff (in units 10~4) of mesic decays
{A —» pT~) of hyperfragments. The plot is taken from Lyukov [25].
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Fig. 10: Charge distribution of hyperfragments observed in the mesic decay mode
(A -» jwr~). AN/N is the fractional number of observed hyperfragments and
Z is the electric charge (proton number). The solid histogram represents
data for 70 and 250 GeV protons, the dashed histogram is data for 17.2
GeV it~ and 25 GeV p, and the dot-dashed histogram refers to data for 4.5
GeV w~. The plot is taken from Lyukov [25].
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Fig. 11: The distribution of missing mass X for the 3He(p, K+)X and 4He(p, K+)X
reactions at a proton energy of 2.1 GeV and <?#+ = 7° are shown at the top
and bottom, respectively. The vertical scale is the number of events and the
horizontal scale is the deviation of the binding energy of the recoiling system
X from its expected value. If the bound j{He or ĵ He systems are formed, we
expect ground state peaks in the spectrum at zero on the horizontal scale.
One event corresponds to a cm. differential cross section of (0.3, 0.035)
nb/sr for the upper and lower plots, respectively; from Boivin et al. [26].
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data, j{He is known to have a 0+ ground state and a bound 1+ excited state at 1.1 MeV;
^He has a single l /2 + bound state. The measured missing mass spectra are shown in
Fig. 11. Most of the beam time was devoted to ĵ He; Fig. 11 is the result of 7.5 x 104

bursts with a proton intensity of 3 x 10n per burst. Taking into account the missing
mass resolution of 1.5 MeV, the bin at zero MeV should contain the entire jJHe signal. No
clear signal is observed. The background observed in Fig. 11 is due to pion contamination;
assuming a flat pion background to the left of the expected ground state peak, one obtains
upper limits

( \ / nb/sr for (14a)
-7 nb/sr for (14b)

The observed limits (15) axe within the range of theoretical estimates [27,28]. Because the
momentum transfer is large, the role of short range correlations is extremely important.
Such correlations enhance the high momentum components in the single particle momen-
tum distribution of the target nucleus, and greatly increase the cross section above the
value obtained with uncorrelated Gaussian wave functions. With correlations, Shinmura
[27] predicts «* 2 nb/sr for reaction (14b) at small angles, comparable to the observed
limits (15). This prediction is very model dependent, however.

The message here is the following: the (p, K+) reaction is a good probe of the reaction
mechanism for hypernuclear production in high momentum transfer processes. However,
the cross sections are very small (;$ 1-2 nb/sr) near 2 GeV and one is unlikely to attain
a sufficiently high energy resolution to perform detailed spectroscopic studies. The two-
body cross sections of the type (13c) at 15-30 GeV are presumably much smaller than
at 2 GeV, although no detailed estimates exist. A more promising direction of research
is the study of the strangeness production mechanism itself in proton-nucleus collisions.
Some data [29,30] at 10 GeV indicate that the production of high energy K+ and K~
mesons in pA collisions is described by the same structure function /.of the nucleus as the
production of other particles. This universality, observed for K~ mesons which consist only
of sea quarks (su), may indicate [30] that the nucleus contains a hard quark-antiquark
sea differing from the soft sea present in the nucleon.

5. Spin Phenomena in Inclusive Hyperon Production

Another interesting area, discussed by Bonner [31] at this conference, is spin phenom-
ena in inclusive hyperon production, i.e., reactions of the type pA -* YX, with polarized
or unpolarized proton beams. Relevant experimental [32-35] and theoretical [36,37] stud-
ies exist in the 10-30 GeV range. For instance, Bonner et al. [35] have measured the
analyzing power AN and the spin transfer DNK in the ;7+ Be —* A + X reaction. The
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simple quark model description of DeGrand et al. [36,37] offers an explanation of many
of these data, but important puzzles remain.

Defining the polarization P of the hypeion along the normal n = pjn x py, one observes

w -PA « - P H . « -,%> > 0 (16)

in the proton fragmentation region. This pattern of signs emerges in the quark model.
For instance, the p —• A transition involves the recombination of a fast valence diquark
(ud) with spin-isospin zero with a slow sea s-quark which is accelerated in the confining
field by a force F along the direction of the primary proton momentum. This yields a
Thomas precession vector £?r = (F x j0)/m, where /? is the constituent velocity. For large
transverse momentum pr, uJj- is parallel to n if the constituent is accelerated. We now
minimize the Hamiltonian H = s- wy, where s is the spin of the strange quark. Thus s
is antiparallel to n if the strange quark accelerates, which implies that the A polarization
P\ = —6 is negative. For the p -» S + transition, on the other hand, the spin one (uu)
diquark is decelerated, and hence P^+ = e/3 + 25/3 (6 > 0) is positive. More precise data
on the observables P, AN and JDJVJV for transitions p —* A, S,E would be very useful in
constraining the quark model description.

6. Final Remarks

What contribution could a 15-30 GeV high luminosity cooled proton facility make
to strange particle physics? The key word in this discussion is SPIN. In the elementary
production processes pp -» KAN, KZN, KY*N, spin observables are crucial in probing
the reaction mechanism. There are currently no spin data, although several proposals
exist for the Saturne facility at Saclay. The meson exchange approach which rules at
energies up to a few GeV must break down at some point, to be supplanted by a picture
involving explicit quark dynamics. If we study the secondary collisions of A or S hyperons
produced in primary pp collisions, we can qualitatively improve our knowledge of YN
scattering phenomena. To make progress, it is essential to measure the polarization P
for AN and EiV scattering, as well as the spin-separated cross sections <r0,. A closer
look at spin observables in inclusive hyperon production is also warranted, as well as a
global investigation of the strangeness production mechanism in proton-nucleus collisions.
Finally, definitive measurements of cross sections for A hypernuclear production in pA
interactions would provide useful tests of coalescence models (for inclusive AA production)
or short range correlations in two-body reactions at high momentum transfer.
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